Abstract. Image stitching technology is to stitch some picture into a whole seamless view with no loss of resolution. In order to meet the random objective conditions and the characteristics of high real-time demand in traffic accident scene image stitching, an improved Harris corner algorithm has been proposed in this paper. The algorithm reduces the impact from parameter setting itself on extracting corners. And can complete image registration accurately, by using a smooth transition of fusion algorithm, the algorithm achieve a seamless image.
Introduction
Usually accident treatment needs to be done timely, otherwise it is prone to more serious traffic accidents or ripple effects blockage. So it requires that accident site investigation can accumulate high precision survey data, but also face the impact of various factors on the survey data objectively caused. This paper presents a practical image stitching algorithm based on Harris corner detection, makes it possible that accurately extracting corner registration the accident scene complex environment, and provide a reliable basis for the fast treatment of traffic accidents.
Image Stitching principle of traffic accident scene
As the objective conditions for the accident scene is uncertain. This paper presents a manual and automatic integration programs, which improve the success rate of the image mosaic greatly. Firstly whole scene of the accident image is acquired, then classify the acquired images, for some s, if there exist overlap regions and weak image distortion, we pick them out, if the image size is too large, we compress image to appropriate size. Then mosaic image are read and automatic stitched. If successful image stitching, the entire process is completed, save the final mosaic image; if the stitching results are poor or meet a failure, then manual image stitching is call for using, by adjusting the parameters, image stitching will be completed, as shown in Fig. 1 . 
Harris corner detection operators
Harris corner detection algorithm was presented in 1988 by the C. Harris and J. Stephens. The Harris corner detection algorithm primarily through the changes of gray dots in any direction within the computing window, then use mathematical analysis formula to determine the required feature points. The Harris corner detection algorithm introduction of a smoothing factor itself further strengthened the robustness of the algorithm. Harris detection algorithm is detected by the signal processing algorithm also inspired the autocorrelation function, which uses the autocorrelation function associated with the M matrix. Characteristic values of the algorithm M matrix that is, since the first-order derivative related function determines whether the point as a feature point that is to judge the curvature of the pixel value is high enough.
In practical applications, we often use the response function to calculate the corner point, calculated as follows:
represented as the determinant of the matrix M, ) (M Trace is the track of the matrix M. k is a constant which is a correction value, Generally taken to be 0.04-0.06.
The steps of the Harris corner detection algorithm is as follows： (1) Reads the initial image, grayscale processing； (2) Strike the first derivative of the horizontal direction and the vertical direction of each pixel in the image, and then seek both products. In which, x I and y I is the original image pixel gradient in the horizontal and vertical directions，Obtain the values of the four elements in matrix M，and then 
, which k is a constant. Set the threshold T , when T CRF  , set it to the candidate point, otherwise reject the point； (5) Use the non-maximum suppression algorithm to filter, the default window size is suppressed 3 3 . Sort CRF , then select one of several maximum points as the final corner； (6) Point output angle after the non-maximum inhibition obtained, and mark these points. Harris detection algorithm is an effect better, more practical angle detection algorithm. The Harris detection algorithm has good stability, robustness, and run faster, with higher real-time. However, the parameters k in Harris detection algorithm will affect the value of the corner response function CRF , thus the value of k chosen correctly, can affect the accuracy of the detection angle point bias.
Improved Harris corner detection algorithm
In the original Harris corner detection algorithm, the k value of the corner response function is based on experience, so this paper refers to a new kind of corner response function. The value of K will affect the test results in different degree, and the setting parameters will affect the stability of the algorithm. Therefore, the new corner response function is used to avoid the setting of the value.
Where  is an arbitrary positive minimum, corner response function minimum for the image of the corner. In this way, the selection of K value can be avoided, so that the algorithm can reduce the factors that affect the accuracy of the results of the algorithm compared with the original Harris algorithm, which makes the algorithm more practical value.
Experiment process
In this paper, the experiment process of image stitching programming is completed on Studio2010 Visual platform. Firstly, the scene of the accident was collected by the camera, the acquisition of multiple images are sent to the computer, then image preprocessing which contains the median filter denoising and image distortion correction will be carried out. Through the improved Harris corner detection algorithm for image corner extraction, the system confirm the corner by adjusting the appropriate threshold value, then corresponding relationship between the extracted corner points and original points are found out, the registration process will be completed by calculating the similarity. Finally through the weighted average fusion algorithm the whole function of the system will be achieved . Here are multiple sets of experimental data of 5 groups at random matching, As shown in Experimental results show that the algorithm can accurately achieve the image stitching, in the process of stitching to maintain the original image of the information.
Conclusions
In this paper, the image mosaic technique is applied to the scene investigation of traffic accident, and the operation scheme of the hand self-integration is put forward, enhance the success rate of the stitching, making the image information more impressive, improve the traffic accident treatment efficiency. And for the Harris corner detection algorithm parameter setting complex problems to improve, by changing the value of the corner response function, and then eliminate the
